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Abstract: To optimize the thermal design of AlGaN-GaN high-electron-mobility transistors
(HEMTs), which incorporate high power densities, an accurate prediction of the underlying thermal
transport mechanisms is crucial. Here, a HEMT-structure (Al0.17Ga0.83N, GaN, Al0.32Ga0.68N and
AlN on a Si substrate) was investigated using a time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) setup.
The different scattering contributions were investigated in the framework of phonon transport models
(Callaway, Holland and Born-von-Karman). The thermal conductivities of all layers were found to
decrease with a temperature between 300 K and 773 K, due to Umklapp scattering. The measurement
showed that the AlN and GaN thermal conductivities were a magnitude higher than the thermal
conductivity of Al0.32Ga0.68N and Al0.17Ga0.83N due to defect scattering. The layer thicknesses of
the HEMT structure are in the length scale of the phonon mean free path, causing a reduction of
their intrinsic thermal conductivity. The size-effect of the cross-plane thermal conductivity was
investigated, which showed that the phonon transport model is a critical factor. At 300 K, we obtained
a thermal conductivity of (130 ± 38) Wm−1K−1 for the (167 ± 7) nm thick AlN, (220 ± 38) Wm−1K−1

for the (1065 ± 7) nm thick GaN, (11.2 ± 0.7) Wm−1K−1 for the (423 ± 5) nm thick Al0.32Ga0.68N, and
(9.7 ± 0.6) Wm−1K−1 for the (65 ± 5) nm thick Al0.17Ga0.83N. Respectively, these conductivity values
were found to be 24%, 90%, 28% and 16% of the bulk values, using the Born-von-Karman model
together with the Hua–Minnich suppression function approach. The thermal interface conductance
as extracted from the TDTR measurements was compared to results given by the diffuse mismatch
model and the phonon radiation limit, suggesting contributions from inelastic phonon-scattering
processes at the interface. The knowledge of the individual thermal transport mechanisms is essential
for understanding the thermal characteristics of the HEMT, and it is useful for improving the thermal
management of HEMTs and their reliability.

Keywords: AlGaN-GaN HEMT; TDTR; thermal conductivity; thermal interface resistance; size effect;
phonon transport mechanisms

1. Introduction

The ability of gallium nitride (GaN) to form heterojunctions can be used to fabricate
high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). Aluminium gallium nitride (AlGaN)-GaN-based HEMTs
offer high carrier concentration (~1013 cm−2 [1]) and high electron mobility (2000 cm2/Vs [2]), resulting
in a high current density and a low channel resistance. These properties offer great potential in
the power amplifier technology due to their high-power and high-frequency performance. Thus,
these devices are attractive for communication, radar and space applications [3]. The high output
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power density in the AlGaN-GaN-HEMT also allows further miniaturization of the device with
gate lengths down to 80 nm [4]. However, this high-power density leads to significant self-heating,
which decreases the device performance. Thus, to have reliable and long-lasting devices, a thorough
thermal management is becoming increasingly relevant [5–7]. Therefore, thermal characterization and
modelling are essential in order to guarantee an efficient heat removal from the heterojunction. Thermal
bottlenecks that have to be considered in GaN-based HEMTs are: (i) the reduced thermal conductance
of transition layers (here: AlGaN) [8], (ii) the heat transport across interfaces [9], and (iii) the reduced
thermal conductivity due to phonon-scattering processes [10,11].

The information gained by this study allows thermal engineering of GaN-based HEMTs and,
hence, consequent improvement in thermal management to achieve reliable and long-lasting devices.
The paper has three major topics:

Firstly, we systematically investigated a material stack of a high-electron-mobility transistor
(HEMT) on a silicon (Si) substrate. Both the thermal properties of the constituent materials and their
thermal interface conductance were obtained simultaneously by using a time-domain thermoreflectance
(TDTR) measurement setup. In literature, the thermal investigations of the individual materials of the
HEMT stack can be found. For example, Chen et al. measured the intrinsic thermal conductivity of
AlN [12]. Park and Bayram [13] were investigating GaN grown on different substrates to extract the
influence of dislocations on the thermal behaviour. Lui and Balandin [14] did thermal investigations
on AlxGa1-xN alloys. Other studies investigated the whole device and reported on the temperature
field, such as Chatterjee et al. [15]. Lundh et al. [16] used Raman spectroscopy and thermoreflectance
thermal imaging to experimentally obtain the lateral and vertical steady-state operating temperature
of an AlGaN-GaN HEMT. In this study, we demonstrate a thermal investigation of the holistic HEMT
stack, including the thermal conductivities of each layer and the interfaces.

Secondly, the intrinsic thermal conductivity and the mean free path of the phonons were extracted
by TDTR measurements at different temperatures. Three different phonon transport models obtained
the different phonon scattering mechanisms: the Callaway, Holland, and Born-von-Karman (BvK)
models. We describe the significant differences and assumptions of these models. Recently, it was
recognised that the cumulative sum over all phonon contributions from the smallest mean free paths
up to infinity constitutes a complete description of the bulk thermal conductivity but is particularly
powerful when size effects are being investigated. For instance, Yang and Dames [17] analysed phonon
transport models for bulk Si and Si nanowires. Regner et al. [18] were also determining the effect of
different phonon transport models in terms of accumulated thermal conductivity. In our work, we
evaluated the phonon scattering times within the said phonon transport models on the materials of the
HEMT stack, based on our temperature-dependent experimental results. We show that the availability
of temperature-dependent data is crucial for the analysis of the different scattering contributions.

Thirdly, we revised the calculation of the size effect of the layers with three different approaches:
first, with a suppression function approach as introduced by Hua and Minnich [19]. Second, by a
common approach using the accumulation of thermal conductivity over the boundary scattering [20].
Third, we determined the size effect via a phonon hydrodynamic equation as proposed by Gua
and Wang [21]. All three approaches are compared for predicting the size-dependent cross-plane
thermal conductivity.

2. Materials and Methods

The investigated device was an ungated GaN-based HEMT consisting of an AlGaN-GaN
heterostructure. The layers were produced by a metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)
process [22]. The AlGaN-GaN heterostructure includes a Si (111) substrate, a 2 nm thick silicon nitride
layer, a (167 ± 7) nm thick aluminium nitride (AlN) nucleation layer, a (423 ± 5) nm thick Al0.32Ga0.68N
transition layer, a (1065 ± 7) nm thick GaN buffer layer, and a (65 ± 5) nm thick Al0.17Ga0.83N
top barrier layer. A cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) investigation determined
the thickness of all layers (see Figure 1—right-hand side). The AlxGa1-xN layer composition was
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analysed via X-ray diffraction [22]. At the interface between the buffer and top barrier layer, lies the
heterojunction of the HEMT, where the two-dimensional electron gas channel is formed. To gain an
in-depth knowledge of the heat transport mechanisms within HEMTs, four samples, encompassing
different number of sublayers of the overall heterostructure (see Figure 1 Samples A–D), were produced
and thermally characterized.
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Figure 1. On the left-hand side, the SEM image of the cross-section of the AlGaN-GaN heterostructure
(Sample D) is shown. The schematic of the studied AlGaN-GaN-based high-electron-mobility transistor
(HEMT) structures is visualised on the right (Samples A–D).

The cross-plane thermal characterization of the four samples A to D was accomplished with
a TDTR measurement (PicoTR, Netzsch [23]), which was also used in previous experiments [24].
An integrated oven with a continuous nitrogen flow allowed the measurements to be performed
in the range of 300 K to 773 K. The samples A–D were investigated subsequently (see Figure 1).
A 100 nm-thick platinum (Pt) layer covered all samples as a transducer. The TDTR setup used was a
pump-probe technique, where the pump beam had a wavelength of 1550 nm, a spot radius of 45 µm
and a pulse energy of 25 mW. The pump beam and the probe beam had a pulse width of 0.5 ps. For the
purpose of lock-in detection, the pump beam was modulated at 200 kHz. The pump beam was focused
on the top face of the Pt-layer, and the probe beam was focused on the same position. The temperature
change caused by the pump beam was monitored by the probe beam, with a wavelength of 775 nm, by
using the two-colour thermoreflectance principle. The probe beam was electrically time delayed to the
pump beam with a picosecond time resolution. This time resolution allowed an analysis of both the
thermal conductivity of the individual layers and the thermal interface conductance. These thermal
properties were determined by fitting the phase delay to an analytical heat conduction model [25].
The phase signal over time showed a max. noise of 1◦ and the uncertainty of the measurements were
calculated according to Yang et al. [26].

3. Results

The thermal conductivity (κ) of the constituent materials and thermal interface conductance were
measured by the TDTR. The phase signal of the lock-in amplifier of the TDTR was analysed by using
the analytical heat flow model of the multi-layered structures as proposed by Cahill [25]. The thickness
(see Figure 1) and the volumetric heat capacity of all materials and κof the Si substrate were used as input
for the calculations. All temperature-dependent thermophysical properties of Si were taken from the
literature [27,28]. The heat capacity of AlN and GaN at 300 K was 2.67 MJm−3K−1 and 2.63 MJm−3K−1.
These values and their temperature dependency were taken from [29] and [30], respectively. By using the
rule of mixture, the heat capacity of 2.65 MJm−3K−1 for Al0.32Ga0.68N was calculated. A 4-point probe
measurement captured the electrical sheet resistance of the Pt-transducer layer. The thermal conductivity (κ)
of the Pt transducer was determined to be 14 W/mK according to the Wiedemann–Franz law.
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Starting from Sample A, κ of the AlN layer (κAlN) and the thermal interface conductance between
Pt and AlN were measured via TDTR. These values were used as input parameters for Sample B,
which provided the κ for the alloy Al0.32Ga0.68N and the corresponding thermal interface conductance.
Consequently, for the analysis of Sample C we used the results from Sample B. The same procedure
was applied for Sample D, using the results obtained from Sample C. [31]

The temperature-dependence of κAlN for the (167 ± 7) nm thick AlN of Sample A is presented
in Figure 2a. κAlN decreased from (130 ± 38) Wm−1K−1 at 300 K to (16 ± 13) Wm−1K−1 at 773 K.
Our results, as can be seen, are half of the values reported by Slack et al. [32]. Such a difference
potentially can be explained by size effects (as investigated in more detail below) and different defect
densities, stemming from different growth processes, which might reduce the thermal conductivity.
Slack et al. [32] investigated a single AlN crystal with a thickness of 3 mm, grown from high-purity
AlN powder by vapour-phase transport.
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Figure 2. Measured and calculated thermal conductivities as a function of temperature. Measured κ of
(a) AlN, (b) GaN, (c) Al0.32Ga0.68N, and (d) Al0.17Ga0.83N are marked as black squares, while thermal
conductivities from literature are shown as red circles. Solid lines depict the models for lattice thermal
conductivities, describing the scattering processes in the materials (dotted-dashed red: Born-von
Karman, solid green: Holland and dashed black: Callaway model).

Figure 2c shows the cross-plane thermal conductivity of the (423 ± 5) nm Al0.32Ga0.68N
(obtained from the measurements on Sample B). The previous results of κAlN (obtained from Sample A)
served as an input parameter. The Al0.32Ga0.68N layer had a thermal conductivity of (11.2 ± 0.7)
Wm−1K−1 at 300 K. κ of Al0.32Ga0.68N was one order of magnitude smaller than κAlN, due to the
phonon scattering processes from defects/ alloying elements [33]. The thermal conductivity of the
(65 ± 7) nm Al0.17Ga0.83N of Sample D was (9.7 ± 0.6) Wm−1K−1 at 300 K and decreased to (7.0 ± 0.3)
Wm−1K−1 at 773 K (see Figure 2d). In our case, the thermal conductivity of Al0.17Ga0.83N was even
lower than that of Al0.32Ga0.68N, explainable by their difference in layer thickness (enhanced boundary
scattering). The temperature-dependence of the thermal conductivity of these alloys was much weaker
than that obtained for κAlN. This behavior was in agreement with the results reported by Daly [34],
who investigated Al0.18Ga0.82N, Al0.20Ga0.80N, and Al0.44Ga0.56N.
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Figure 2c shows the thermal conductivity of the GaN film (κGaN) from Sample C. κGaN decreases
from (220 ± 38) Wm−1K−1 at 300 K to (51 ± 9) Wm−1K−1 at 773 K. This value was similar to the findings
reported by Shibata et al. [35] for a GaN film grown by a hydride-vapour phase epitaxy process
(here, the MOCVD process).

This work aims to clarify the origin of the reduced thermal conductivity of all those layers, within
the HEMT layer stack, by applying different phonon transport and boundary models (see below).

The thermal interface conductance between Pt and AlN (obtained from the TDTR measurements
of Sample A) increased with temperature (red squares in Figure 3a). Above the Debye temperature of
Pt (240 K [36]), this increase indicates a dominating inelastic scattering of phonons at the interface [37].
The temperature dependence of the thermal boundary conductance is also in line with results
obtained from ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations [38], which showed an increase of the thermal
conductivity with temperature due to the increase of available spatially localized modes at the interface.
In the range of temperatures between 300 K and 523 K, the value increased from (269 ± 54) MWm−2K−1

to (380 ± 76) MWm−2K−1. A similar change of the thermal interface conductance was previously
reported by [37]. The difference between their results (red triangles in Figure 3a) and our data can
be explained by differences in the interface itself, e.g., different levels of roughness, disorder or
mixing. Regarding the thermal interface conductance between Pt and GaN of Sample C, it increased
with temperature until reaching 623 K, similar to the thermal conductance of the Pt/AlN interface
(Figure 3a—grey circles). Above that temperature, the thermal interface conductance showed a
constant value of ~3.8 m2K/GW. This constant value is in agreement with the analysis published by
Hopkins et al. [39]. There it was reported that above the Debye temperature of both materials at the
interface (Pt: 240 K and GaN: 655 K), the inelastic scattering became temperature-independent.
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Figure 3. (a) Thermal boundary conductance across a Pt/AlN (red squares) and a Pt/GaN interface
from 300 K to 773 K; together with the results for Pt/AlN boundary conductance published by
Hopkins et al. [37]. (b) Thermal boundary conductance across the Al0.32Ga0.68N/GaN (orange
squares), Al0.32Ga0.68N/AlN (blue circles) and Pt/Al0.32Ga0.68N (black rhombi). The calculated thermal
conductance is shown as solid lines according to the phonon radiation limit (PRL) model and as dashed
lines according to the diffuse mismatch model (DMM).

Concerning the thermal interface conductance across Pt/Al0.32Ga0.68N of Sample B (Figure 3b),
it was an order of magnitude lower than that across Pt/AlN of Sample A. It did not feature a significant
change with temperature in the measured range (300 K–773 K). Similar behaviour was obtained for
the thermal interface conductance between Al0.32Ga0.68N/AlN and GaN/Al0.32Ga0.68N (Figure 3b),
which were comparable to the results of a GaSb/GaAs interface published in [40].

To visualise the relative contribution and the importance of the interface conductance in the HEMT
layer stack, we visualised the normalized temperature profile from the GaN to the bottom of the AlN,
for the system at 300 K and 773 K (Figure 4). The Al0.32Ga0.68N showed the highest temperature gradient.
However, the temperature jump at Al0.32Ga0.68N/AlN interface is two-third of the temperature decrease
in the Al0.32Ga0.68N layer and the GaN/Al0.32Ga0.68N one-third. It can also be seen that the temperature
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gradient in the GaN and AlN layer increases significantly from 300 K to 775 K. Note that we did not
visualise the leftmost layer since its interface conductance cannot be resolved.
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Figure 4. The normalized temperature profile of the HEMT structure: Starting with the GaN, which is
underneath the heat source of the HEMT. The solid black line shows the temperature profile at 300 K,
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4. Modelling Methodology and Discussion

4.1. Thermal Interface Conductance

The thermal interface conductance from phonon scattering was modelled with the diffuse mismatch
model (DMM—Equation (1)) [41] and the phonon radiation limit (PRL—Equation (2)) [42]. The DMM
and the PRL models assume both elastic scattering of the phonons at the interface. Both models predict a
constant thermal interface conductance in the high-temperature limit, at temperatures well above the
Debye temperature. The DMM uses a transmission coefficient (a), which is a function of the phonon
frequency (ω). a was computed from the group velocities and density of states (DOS) of both materials
at the interface [42]. The behaviour in the high-temperature limit comes from the fact that in the DMM,
the only temperature-dependent quantity is the phonon population on the hot side of the interface. In this
model, the phonon population is given by the change of the Bose–Einstein distribution function with

temperature (δ f (ω,T)
δT ) multiplied by the DOS of the material in the hot side (Dhot,i). Thus we obtain:

hBD,DMM =
1
4

∑
i
vhot,i

∫ ωhot,max,i

0
a(ω)}ω Dhot,i(ω)

δ f (ω, T)
δT

dω, (1)

where } is the Planck constant, vhot,i is the phonon velocity of the acoustic phonon mode (i) in the hot
side material and ωhot,max,i the corresponding cut-off frequency.

For the PRL model, the transmission coefficient is assumed to be one, and a cut-off frequency is given
by the highest frequency of the material on the hot side. Besides that, the only temperature-dependent

quantity in the PRL model is δ f (ω,T)
δT multiplied by the DOS of the material on the cold (Dcold,i) side.

This gives the equation:

hBD,PRL =
1
4

∑
i
vcold,i

∫ ωhot,max,i

0
} ω Dcold,i(ω)

δ f (ω, T)
δT

dω. (2)

The PRL always gives a higher value than the DMM, since it represents the upper limit of the
elastic contribution to the thermal transport [43].

In the high-temperature limit: if the material on the hot side has a much lower Debye
temperature than that on the cold side, the phonon population in the integrated frequency window
(between zero and ωhot,max,i) does not change with temperature on both sides of the interface. Thus,
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the high-temperature limit of the interface conductance is always set by the material on the hot side,
either by the DOS in the DMM or by introducing a cut-off in the PRL. If the Debye temperature of the
material on the hot side is much higher than that of the cold side, the material from the hot side is still
responsible for the temperature behaviour of the thermal interface conductance according to the DMM.
In the PRL model, conversely, the material in the cold side is determining the temperature dependence
of the thermal interface conductance.

The experimental thermal interface conductance of both Pt/AlN and Pt/GaN increased both
with temperature (see Figure 3a). Conversely, as the Debye temperature of Pt is 240 K [36],
the values calculated from the DMM and PRL do not show a significant increase with temperature.
Hopkins et al. [37] also reported an increasing Pt/GaN interface conductance with temperature. They
suggested that this temperature-dependent behaviour results from an inelastic phonon-scattering
processes at the interface. This inelastic scattering affects the conductance, offering more channels for
transport than the DMM and the PRL. In these models, the transmission coefficient is independent of
temperature at high temperatures.

Concerning the thermal interface conductance involving AlGaN alloys (Figure 3b), both the
DMM and PRL predicted a lower thermal interface conductance for the Pt/Al0.32Ga0.68N than for the
Al0.32Ga0.68N/AlN and the GaN/Al0.32Ga0.68N interfaces. This is reasonable, as the Pt/Al0.32Ga0.68N has
the highest mismatch in their sound velocities, which determines the transmission coefficient. For all
interfaces, the PRL and the DMM overestimate the thermal interface conductance. These models,
however, do not account for scattering mechanisms from defects at the interface, changes in the
interatomic bonds near the interface or interfacial disorder (especially in well-matched materials) [44],
that results in a reduction of the thermal conductance [43].

4.2. Models for Phonon Scattering

To provide insight into the thermal transport in a HEMT device, κ of the constituent materials
were also modelled by using analytical scattering models for phonons: Callaway [45], Holland [46]
and Born-von-Karman (BvK) [47,48]. All analytical models have as a starting point the formula for
the lattice thermal conductivity (κ), having its origin in kinetic theory and being derived from the
Peierls–Boltzmann transport equation. κ can be expressed as a function of the phonon frequency (ω)
and the temperature (T), including the summation over the phonon modes (i):

κ =
1
3

∑
i

∫
C(ω, T)vg

2(ω) τe f f (ω, T)dω, (3)

where C is the volumetric specific heat capacity, vg is the phonon group velocity and τe f f is the total
relaxation time. τe f f depends on the phonon scattering mechanisms. vg = δω/δk and C(ω, T) =

}ωD(ω)

(
δ fBE

δT

)
=

(}ω
T

)2
D(ω) e

}ω
kBT /

kB

e

}ω
kBT − 1


2 are determined by the phonon dispersion relation.

Here, k is the wavenumber, } is the Planck constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, D(ω) the phonon DOS
and fBE is the Bose–Einstein distribution.

The Callaway model is based on a linear dispersion relation (Debye model), while the BvK model
uses a sine-type dispersion, capturing the increased DOS near the Brillouin zone edge. Details about
the analytical models used are given in Appendix A. The models only consider heat transport by
acoustic phonons (i.e., the heat transport by optical phonons were neglected).

Following Matthiessens’s rule, τe f f can be expressed in terms of the relaxation times of different
scattering processes as:

τ−1
e f f = τ−1

U + τ−1
PD + τ−1

B (4)
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τU, τPD, τB are associated with Umklapp scattering [49], point-defect scattering [50], and the boundary
scattering [51], respectively. These relaxation times have different dependencies on temperature and
frequency [52].

τ−1
U (ω, T) =

2 kBδ γ2

(6π2)1/3 Mv2
pvg

ω2T e−
θ
bT (5)

τ−1
PD(ω, T) =

δ3

4 π v2
pvg

ω4 Γ (6)

τ−1
B =

vg

αL
(7)

Here, γ denotes the Grüneisen parameter and δ the characteristic length scale of the lattice
(i.e., cubic root of the atomic volume). The atomic volume was calculated by dividing the atomic
molar mass (MMol) by the density. M is the average mass of an atom in the crystal (MMol divided by
the number of atoms in the unit cell). b is a constant characteristic of the vibrational spectrum of the
material, α is a specularity factor, vP is the phonon phase velocity and L is the characteristic size of the
material. In the case of the Debye model, vg and vp were both approximated as the speed of sound vs.

In Equation (6), Γ denotes the phonon-scattering parameter. For a single element, Γ describes
the scattering by point defects (Γ = Γimp), which is influenced by the doping density and the growth
method [14]. For alloys, the scattering parameter also includes the scattering caused by alloying (Γalloy),
Γ = Γimp + Γalloy [33]. Γalloy is related to the difference in mass and strain-field (the lattice constants)
between two constituents of an alloy [53].

The material parameters used in our calculations are summarized in Table 1; γ, v, n and ρ were
obtained from ab-initio calculations, using ThermElpy [54] and Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [55]. Here, γ is the high-temperature limit of the Grüneisen parameter, obtained by fitting
Birch-Murnaghan equation of states and extracting the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. For the
AlGaN alloys, these values were extracted from an Al0.5Ga0.5N alloy. The values M and ρ of the alloys
were calculated by the relation

∑
i fi × z, where fi is the mass fraction of the component and z stands

for the parameter either M or ρ.

Table 1. Material parameters used for the theoretical models of the lattice thermal conductivity.

Materials γ vL [m/s] vT1 [m/s] vT2 [m/s] n [Å−3] M [kg] ρ [kg/m3]

AlN 1.77 10,751 6027 6406 0.0941 3.48 × 10−26 3201
GaN 2.05 7538 4022 4566 0.0852 6.95 × 10−26 5923

Al0.32Ga0.68N 1.91 8962 4783 5322 0.0916 5.82 × 10−26 5136
Al0.17Ga0.83N 1.91 8962 4783 5322 0.0916 6.35 × 10−26 5510

γ Grüneisen parameter; vL longitudinal acoustic phonon velocities; vT transverse acoustic phonon velocities;
n number of atoms per volume in the unit cell; M average mass of an atom in the crystal; ρ density.

The determination of the thermal conductivity trend was limited by the temperature-dependence
of the aforementioned scattering mechanisms. For the three models considered (Equations (5)–(7)),
b, Γ and α were determined by fitting the modelled thermal conductivity to the experimental one
(Figure 2). The values of the fitting parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Fitting parameters of several phonon scattering mechanisms used in the three models.

Materials
Callaway Holland BvK

b Γ α b Γ α b Γ α

AlN 3 3 × 10−4 0.3 3 0.0021 0.87 3 8 × 10−5 0.3
GaN 3 2 × 10−4 1 1.6 0.0026 0.29 0.85 9 × 10−5 1

Al0.32Ga0.68N 3 0.056 1 3 0.0988 0.19 3 0.4 1
Al0.17Ga0.83N 3 0.030 0.85 3 0.0854 0.11 3 0.2 0.96
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The frequency dependence of the different scattering mechanisms (Equations (5)–(7)) is shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen in Equations (5)–(7) only τU features a temperature dependence. To show the
effect of temperature on τU and hence τe f f , these values were plotted at 300 K and at 773 K (see Figure 5:
solid vs. dashed lines). In all models τB dominates the phonon scattering at low ω (e.g., <3 THz
at 773 K in the BvK model). At higher frequencies and high temperature (773 K) τU dictates the
heat transport. For frequencies >10 THz, τPD is the main scattering mechanism for Al0.32Ga0.68N
(Figure 5b,f) in contrast to GaN (Figure 5a,e). This behaviour of the relaxation times explains why
the thermal conductivity of Al0.32Ga0.68N is less affected by temperature. In contrast to the Callaway
and Holland models, which use the Debye dispersion, the BvK model shows a frequency-dependent
τB. In the BvK model, τB increases with frequency and τU dominates at low frequencies in GaN and
in Al0.32Ga0.68N at 773 K. The Holland model offers insight into the scattering mechanisms of each
phonon branch (Figure 5c,d). The two transverse phonon branches dominate the low-frequency range
while the longitudinal phonon branch becomes dominant at higher frequencies (>5 THz).
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4.3. Models for the Size Effect in Cross-Plane Thermal Transport

We have tested three different approaches to predict the size effect on cross-plane transport given
by layer thickness variations:

1. A suppression function-based approach as proposed by Hua and Minnich [19].
2. A model using simply the boundary scattering law as given in Equation (3) [56]. In the following

it is referred to as the “simple model”.
3. A model derived from the phonon hydrodynamic equations by Guo and Wang [21].

In our work, all three models were compared to the BvK model. In the first approach, we used the
thickness-dependent thermal conductivity according to the Hua and Minnich suppression function
approach [19], that uses a model analogous to the Fuchs–Sondheimer [57] expression for the thermal
conductivity. Accordingly, the calculation of the thickness-dependent thermal conductivity can be
written as:

κ(L) =
∫ ωmax

0

1
3

C(ω) vg Λ(ω)S(Kn(ω), L)dω, (8)

where Λ(ω) is the bulk phonon mean free path and Kn is the Knudsen number. S(Kn(ω), L) =

1 + 3Kn(ω)·(E5
(
Kn−1(ω)

)
− 0.25) is a layer thickness (L) dependent suppression function. Λ(ω) =

vgτe f fmat(ω) was calculated by using the aforementioned fitted models. τe f fmat is similar to τe f f
in Equation (4) without τB. By using the fit parameters in Table 2, τe f fmat of all three transport
models ((Callaway, Holland and BvK)) was calculated and used in Equation (8). Figure 6 shows the
thickness-dependent thermal conductivity for the four materials at 300 K. The Holland model for AlN
and GaN predicted lower thermal conductivities at a small thickness (<10−4 m) compared with the
other models. The size-dependence extracted from the Holland model did not agree well with the
experimental values; it predicts thermal conductivity for AlN and GaN that is too low. The thermal
conductivity of AlN and GaN showed strong thickness dependence. The BvK model showed the
highest bulk thermal conductivity while the Callaway model the smallest. E.g., The 167 nm thick
AlN showed a reduction by 41% for the Callaway model and 36% for the BvK model compared the
corresponding bulk value. The κ(L) of GaN at 1065 nm resulted in 78% of the corresponding bulk
value for the Callaway model and 52% for the BvK model, which was also reported by [58]. The values
predicted by the BvK model of κ(L) for GaN (green dashed-dotted line Figure 6b) were in agreement
with the results reported in [59]. Comparing the three transport models for the alloys, there was a
difference of 10% for Al0.32Ga0.68N and 18% for Al0.17Ga0.83N in their size-dependencies. For example,
the thermal conductivity of the 65 nm thick Al0.17Ga0.83N showed 9% of the bulk thermal conductivity
in the BvK model (Figure 6d).

The second approach used to compute the size effect on the cross-plane thermal conductivity
takes into account boundary scattering by using the thickness-dependent boundary relaxation time
(Equation (7)) to calculate the total relaxation time. The thermal conductivity is computed according to
Equation (3) [56]. The results of this model are shown as dashed lines in Figure 7.

The third approach to calculate size effects uses the formula derived from Guo and Wang [21]:

κ(L,ω)
κbulk(ω)

=

(
1 +

(1 + s)
(1− s)

4
3

KnL(ω)

)−1

(9)

where κbulk(ω) is the spectral thermal conductivity as given in Equation (3), without integrating over
ω. The Knudsen number is given as KnL(ω) = Λ(ω)/L, where Λ(ω) is the mean free path spectrum.
The term (1 + s)/(1 − s) accounts for the specularity factor 1/α (see Table 2). For instance, for perfectly
diffuse boundary scattering s = 0 and α = 1. For boundaries with specular scattering contribution s > 0,
approaching 1 for fully specular reflection and α < 1, approaching 0, respectively. Thus, the effective
thermal conductivity becomes smaller with increasing specular scattering at the boundary for the
cross-plane case. Note, this is the opposite of the in-plane case. A detailed discussion of the cross-plane
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and in-plane effective thermal conductivity is given by Guo and Wang [21]. The effective cross-plane
thermal conductivity was calculated by integrating over ω, analogous to Equation (8), by inserting
Equation (9) instead of S(Kn(ω), L) (see dotted lines in Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Thickness dependent thermal conductivity as calculated using the Hua–Minnich suppression
function approach for (a) AlN, (b) Al0.32Ga0.68N, (c) GaN, and (d) Al0.17Ga0.83N. Calculations were
performed at 300 K determined by using Equation (8) with the relaxation times determined by the
Callaway, Holland and BvK models.
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Figure 7 shows the size-dependent thermal conductivity of the three models at (a) 300 K
and (b) 773 K. Comparing the size effect at 300 K and 773 K, the convergence to the bulk thermal
conductivity (e.g., 90% ofκGaN(L = ∞)) happens at smaller thicknesses at 773 K. At higher temperatures,
the phonon-phonon scattering increases, and hence the mean free path of the phonons contributing to
the thermal conductivity is shorter for 773 K than for 300 K.

All three models for predicting the size effect agree very well when the specularity parameter α is
close to one or equal to one (see Table 2). In the AlN, where α is 0.3, the simple model and the model of
Gua and Wang showed similar results. For AlN, both models predict a lower thermal conductivity than
the Hua and Minnich model for layer thicknesses <0.001 m, the convergence of κ(L) is also broader.

5. Conclusions

The constituent materials of an AlGaN-GaN-based HEMT, and the interfaces between them
were investigated by a TDTR measurement setup. The measured thermal interface conductance was
compared to the values calculated in the framework of the DMM and the PRL models. In contrast to
the elastic DMM and PRL models, the measured interface conductance showed a stronger increase with
temperature. This observation suggests a contribution of inelastic scattering processes. The Pt/AlN
thermal interface conductance increased with temperature from (269 ± 54) MW/m2K at 300 K to
(1358 ± 503) MW/m2K at 773 K. The Pt/GaN thermal interface conductance increased from (105 ± 11)
MW/m2K at 300 K until reaching a plateau of 3·108 W/m2KW at 600 K. The thermal interface conductance
with Al0.32Ga0.68N showed no significant temperature-dependence.

The thermal conductivities of the (167± 7) nm AlN and (1065± 7) nm GaN at 300 K (κAlN = (130± 38)
Wm−1K−1 and κGaN = (220 ± 38) Wm−1K−1) were found to be an order of magnitude higher than that
of the alloy. The κ of (423 ± 5) nm Al0.32Ga0.68N layer was found to be (11.2 ± 0.7) Wm−1K−1 and
that of the of (65 ± 5) nm Al0.17Ga0.83N layer was (9.7 ± 0.6) Wm−1K−1. As expected, their thermal
conductivities decreased with increasing temperature in the range of 300 to 773 K. From the analysis of
the relaxation times, it has been shown that besides boundary scattering, the Umklapp scattering was
dominant for the thermal conductivity in pure AlN and pure GaN. Point-defect scattering, conversely,
dictated the thermal conductivity of the alloys.

The investigated material layers with nanometer to micrometre thicknesses generally showed
a reduced thermal conductivity relative to the bulk. The size effect for the cross-plane phonon
transport was calculated by using three different models: the suppression function-based approach,
the approach taking into account the boundary scattering, and the approach based on phonon
hydrodynamic equations. The last two models include specular phonon scattering effects at the
boundary. In contrast, the suppression function-based approach assumes perfectly diffusive scattering.
To apply this for the AlGaN-GaN-based HEMT layer stack can be content of future work. We observed
an agreement between the three boundary models, in the prediction of size-dependent cross-plane
thermal conductivity (see Figure 7). The uncertainty, which is introduced by the transport model
(Callaway, Holland, BvK) was much higher than for the boundary model (compare Figures 6 and 7).

The categorical low thermal conductivity of the AlGaN layers in the HEMT structure hinders
the heat dissipation from the junction to the substrate and can lead to hot spots. This increases the
importance of the GaN-layer as a heat spreader for efficient heat transport from the junction to the
substrate. Our work highlights the role of interfaces and size effects; these features lessen the thermal
conductance in HEMTs. It also designates that a significant contribution of the phonons that transport
heat in GaN have long MFPs in the range of the involved layer thicknesses. This fact should be
considered for a better exploitation of the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the materials used in
microelectronic devices as HEMTs. Overall, the reported thermal transport results can be used to
evaluate self-heating effects in AlGaN-GaN HEMT heterostructure and might serve as a guide for
advanced optimization, taking thermal considerations into account.
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Appendix A

In the following section, three different analytical phonon transport models are summarized in
a detailed way: the Callaway, Holland and BvK models. The models were used to provide insight
into the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity. The Callaway model is based on the Debye
model that uses a dispersion relation for a single, degenerated phonon branch [45]. The Debye model
approximates the dispersion relation as linear, and hence the frequency-dependent phonon group
velocity as constant value:

ω = vsq (A1)

where q is the phonon wave vector and vs is the sound velocity. Here, the vg and vp are assumed to be
vs. For vs the average value over all acoustic phonon branches (longitudinal (vL) and the two transverse
(vT)), vs = 3/

(
v−1

L + v−1
T1 + v−1

T2

)
is taken. Note, this simplification, due to the Debye dispersion, causes

an overestimation of the group velocity especially of high-frequency phonons in the Debye model
D(ω) = 3 ω2

2π2v3
s
. Substituting ω with x = }ω

kBT , C(x) can be written as:

C(x) =
3 k3

B T2

2π2}2v3
s

x4ex

(ex − 1)2 (A2)

Here, }denotes the Plank constant, and kB the Boltzmann constant. By inserting C(x) in Equation (3),
the lattice thermal conductivity can be calculated with the following equation:

κCallaway =
κ4

BT3

2π2}3vs


∫ θD

T

0
τc

x4ex

ex − 1
dx +

∫ θD
T

0
τc
τN

x4ex

(ex−1)2 dx∫ θD ,pol
T

0
τc

τNτR
x4ex

(ex−1)2 dx

 (A3)

For this model τe f f is the combined scattering relaxation time (τC), where τ−1
C = τ−1

N + τ−1
R and

τ−1
R = τ−1

U + τ−1
PD + τ−1

B . By assuming τN � τR, τR ≈ τC and Equation (A3) reduces to (A4).

κCallaway =
k4

BT3

2π2}3vs

∫ θD/T

0
τc(x)

x4ex

(ex − 1)2 dx (A4)

where θD is the Debye temperature of the material under investigation. The Debye temperature was

calculated according to θD = }
kB

(
6π2n

)1/3
vs, where n number of atoms per volume in the unit cell.

The second model is the Holland model, which is also based on the Debye model, but taking into
account the two types of polarization. The calculation of the thermal conductivity is separated into
the contributions of the longitudinal (κL) and the two transverse (κT) phonon branches. The thermal
conductivity (κi) of each phonon mode is based on the Equation (A4). For each polarization the
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dispersion relation is assumed to be linear, so each phonon branch has its phonon velocity of vL, vT1

and vT2.
κHolland = κL + κT1 + κT2 =

∑
i
κi. (A5)

The third model is the BvK model, where the dispersion relation is:

ω = ωmax sin
(
πq

2qmax

)
. (A6)

Here, the cut-off wave vector qmax = ωD/vs and the cut-off frequency ωmax = 2ωD/π are the

same as in the Debye model using ωD = θDkB/} =
(
6π2n

)1/3
vs. Hence, the phonon group velocity

v(ω) is the same as is used for the models as mentioned above based on the Debye model at low ω.
The corresponding temperature can be expressed as θmax = }ωmax/kB. However, the more realistic
dispersion reduces the v(ω) for high-frequency phonons. The phonon DOS is D(ω) = 3

2π2
ω2

vgv2
p
, where

vg (vg = dω/dq) is the phonon group velocity and vP (vP = ∆ω/∆q) is the phonon phase velocity.

In the BvK dispersion vg = vs

√
1− (ω/ωmax)

2 = vs

√
1− (Tx/θmax)

2 and vP = ω
2
π qmax sin−1(ω/ωmax)

=

x
2
π qmax sin−1(Tx/θmax)

kBT
} , vs is the average value over all acoustic phonon branches. The spectral heat

capacity can be written as:

C(ω) =
6 }2q2

max

π4kBT2vs

ω2e
}ω
kBT (sin−1 (ω/ωmax))

2(
e

}ω
kBT − 1

)2 √
1− (ω/ωmax)

2
(A7)

and

C(x) =
6 q2

maxkB

π4vs

x2ex (sin−1 (Tx/θmax))
2

(ex − 1)2
√

1− (Tx/θmax)
2

(A8)

The thermal conductivity can be calculated as:

κBvK =

∫ θmax
T

0

(
kBT
}

)
C(x) v2

g(x) τC(x) dx. (A9)
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